Summary. Localization procedures for a mobile robot cooperating with external cameras and artificial navigation aids (landmarks) are discussed. An action planning method, taking into account in an exact way both the action cost and positioning uncertainty is presented. Its performance is illustrated by results of simulations.
Introduction
The pose (position and orientation) of a mobile robot has to be corrected from time to time by using measurements from exteroceptive sensors. Currently, CCD cameras are the most compact and low cost sensors for mobile robots. Unfortunately, most of the general-purpose, vision-based localization methods fail under common environmental conditions, due to occlusions, shadows, etc. A solution for limited environments such as warehouses or factories is to develop an external infrastructure [9] providing pose estimates to the robots. Operational characteristics of the on-board vision sensors can be also improved by deploying unobtrusive artificial landmarks in the environment [2] .
In the previous work [6] we have proposed a negotiation framework used by the robots to choose best positioning data from the available external sources. A robot either uses its on-board vision to localize artificial landmarks or asks for positioning service from the stationary cameras treated as Perception Agents (PA). The robot compares proposals from particular PAs and awards the contract to the one, which offers the best pose estimate. Some of the results [7] pointed out a certain weakness of this method. We have observed, that at some points the positional uncertainty resulting from the negotiations is higher than the threshold used (a robot requests positioning service whenever the positional uncertainty exceeds this threshold). This is caused by local nature of the negotiations -the robot uses the best positioning data available at the given point of the path, but the choice of the point is not optimized. To cope with this problem, and improve robustness of localization using the external infrastructure, this article contributes a method, which plans a global sequence of the positioning actions undertaken by a robot. If a robot has complete knowledge about the external cameras available in the system, and it knows also where the artificial landmarks are placed, it can compute in advance an optimal positioning strategy for the path it has to follow. The aim of the optimization is to minimize the time spent by the robot at communication and sensing actions (requests to PAs and observations of landmarks), that are necessary to keep the pose uncertainty within bounds.
There are path planning methods, known from the literature, which take into account the localization uncertainty. However, most of these works assume continuous sensing by means of some range sensors [10] and a complete environment model available to the robot.
We take a different approach in which the sensing is opportunistic (i.e. the robot updates its pose only when it sees some landmarks or it is seen by an external camera) and the robot knows only locations of elements of the external navigation infrastructure: cameras and landmarks. The robot does not plan the path (known in advance) but the sequence of positioning actions executed in order to get to the goal. This sequence minimizes the overall cost of the positioning actions, ensuring that the positional uncertainty at any point of the path is lower than the given threshold.
2 Uncertainty in Vision-Based Positioning
Spatial Uncertainty Model
Localization based on the external infrastructure uses both fixed and on-board cameras, and exploits artificial visual cues in the form of passive, printed landmarks and active LED markers on the robots. Due to these visual cues, simple and fast image processing methods could be employed, resulting in reliable and accurate positioning of the mobile robot with regard to (w.r.t.) the global reference frame [7] . The robot pose X R = [x r y r θ r ] T uncertainty is described by the covariance matrix C R [3] . We obtain closed-form formulas expressing this matrix as function of the robot configuration w.r.t. the given external navigation aid.
The uncertainty analysis uses first order covariance propagation [4] , and is focused on influence of the relative position and orientation between the robot and the elements of the external infrastructure to the uncertainty of the pose estimate. The uncertainty caused by the quantization error is considered. Errors due to electronic noise in the image are not taken into account, because they largely do not depend on the spatial configuration of the robot w.r.t. the landmark or camera. The analysis enables to predict the pose uncertainty before taking and processing an image. To construct an uncertainty map for the given external sensor or landmark, we have adopted the equiprobability ellipsoid computed from the C R matrix. The ellipse obtained by projecting this ellipsoid on the floor plane shows the area which contains the robot position
T with the given level of probability [8] . We employ the area of the predicted ellipse (for the 95% probability) as the positioning goodness value in the uncertainty maps.
Distributed Overhead Cameras
The distributed vision system uses B/W cameras mounted to the ceiling. The cameras are equipped with wide angle (fish-eye) lenses, their optical axes are orthogonal to the ground plane. The Labmate wheeled robot has been equipped with active LED markers attached symmetrically at the corners. Detection of the robot is performed on a difference image, which is computed from a pair of images taken when the LEDs are on, and then off. Three LEDs must be visible to form a minimal detectable pattern. More details about the image processing procedure can be found in [7] . The spatial uncertainty of a robot localized by the overhead camera depends mainly on the uncertainty of the location of the points of the LED-pattern in the camera image. Correction of the fish-eye distortion results in shifting pixels from their original positions. Errors arise also because the assumption of the orthogonality of the optical axis to the floor plane is not perfectly satisfied. Spatial distribution of the errors in pixel location along the x and y axes (after correction) has been evaluated by comparing the image of a calibration pattern with the ground truth [3] . This assessment of the errors in the overhead camera images provides the primary uncertainty for the calculation of the estimated spatial uncertainty of the robot. It is computed as the covariance matrix C pix , taking into account the errors introduced by the camera mounting and the correction procedure for the given pixel location [u v] T in the image coordinates:
, where:
This uncertainty is propagated to the uncertainty of a single LED marker
T in the global frame, using the first order approximation [7] . The overhead camera pose in the global frame
T is assumed to be certain. Finally, spatial uncertainty of the LED-pattern centre position is computed, which coincides with the centre of the robot. Fig. 1 shows the positional uncertainty map for the overhead camera.
On-board Vision with Artificial Landmarks
Artificial landmarks are made of A4 paper sheets. A chessboard-like pattern placed inside the landmark defines an unique code.
Landmark recognition leads to determination of the image-coordinates of its reference points (see [2] for the image processing details). Then, the vector
T of coordinates of the centres of left and right frame edges are calculated. These data are used to calculate the vector L = [l ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ] T determining robot pose w.r.t. the landmark.
We assume, that positions of the land- . It is then propagated to the uncertainty of the vector L parameters. The uncertainty of L is described by the 3 × 3 covariance matrix C L computed as:
where J P is Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear transformation between P and L.
The uncertainties in the angles and distance to the landmark cause uncertainty of the robot pose X R in the global frame:
where
T are coordinates of the i-th landmark in the global frame. We assume, that the landmark coordinates are certain. Thus, the uncertainty of X R is described by the covariance matrix C R , which is a result of uncertainty propagation from the C L matrix. Because the relation (3) is nonlinear, the matrix C R is computed from a first order approximation [2] . Fig. 2 shows the positional uncertainty map for the artificial landmark.
Planning the Positioning Actions
The action planning framework we propose is based on the classic approach to search of the shortest path in a graph. The first step is to generate a discrete action space (Fig. 3A) . The nominal path of the robot is sampled uniformly, and the possible positioning actions, which can be undertaken by the robot along this path are generated. An action at the i-th path point is described by the pose of the robot X Ri , the action type, the covariance matrix C Si describing the pose uncertainty resulting from the given type of positioning action performed in this particular configuration, and the cost of the positioning T i .
The covariance matrix is predicted using the closed-form formulas. The cost is an integer value generated upon a simple look-up table of the experimentally determined time (in seconds), the robot spends at positioning depending on the type of sensing and/or communication action and the position w.r.t. the external navigation aid. Actions are nodes of the graph G(V, E) (Fig. 3B) . The node v i is connected to the node v j by an edge e i,j if it is possible for the robot to move from v i to v j , keeping the pose uncertainty below a given threshold defined by the uncertainty ellipse area C max (scalar value). Because we assume, that the robot can update its pose only at the action nodes, we use the odometry model of the differential drive robot to compute the maximum admissible distance between two connected nodes. Because more than one positioning action Fig. 3 . Action space concept for the positioning sequence may be available at the given (x, y) point, several nodes having the same X R but different C S and T can be generated. The edges of the graph are labelled with the costs of the positioning actions. The edge e i,j has the traversal uncertainty C i,j (from odometry), and the cost T j , as we assume that progressing to the particular node means execution of the positioning action associated to this node. The resulting action space is a directed graph. Because a positioning action can be performed only once by the robot travelling along a given path, the graph is acyclic.
Although simple search in the action space will return the shortest path in the sense of minimal action cost (minimal time), it cannot guarantee that the positional uncertainty will be kept all the time below the given threshold. We cast the positioning action planning as a constrained optimization problem. An obvious solution is to construct the action space in such a way, that any path in the graph guarantees the required positioning precision from the start node v s to the goal v g . The positional uncertainty at the node v k of a particular edge e k,l depends on the previous positioning actions executed along the path from v s to v k . However, assuming a conservative initial uncertainty of an edge, which is yielded by the positioning action at v k (known in advance), permits to build a safe graph G C (V, E C ). Two given nodes in this graph are connected by an edge e k,l ∈ E C only if the merged uncertainty of the edge traversal (from odometry), and the positioning action undertaken at v k is below C max . The Kalman filter used to merge the pose estimates [8] guarantees, that the result is not worse than the best estimate taken as input, while we know that one of the input estimates at v k has the uncertainty of C S k . A search in G C (V, E C ) by means of the Dijkstra algorithm w.r.t the positioning cost T yields an optimal sequence of actions and guarantees the pose uncertainty within the given bounds.
However, a robot can traverse between two action nodes keeping the uncertainty under C max even if these nodes are not connected by an edge according to the above-described conservative approach. The robot can achieve this by acquiring pose information in other nodes on its path, thus having the pose estimate at v k (after merging) better than C S k . As a result, search in the safe graph may result in a failure (safe strategy not found), even if a sequence of actions keeping the uncertainty below the given threshold does exist. An action space, which permits a search taking into account the actual accumulated uncertainty can be constructed by using at the initial node v k of a given edge uncertainty value smaller than C S k . The smallest pose uncertainty the robot can ever achieve is the uncertainty of the most effective positioning action known to the system, i.e. the smallest C Si in the whole action space. When this uncertainty is used, the resulting graph G D (V, E D ) has more edges, because starting with smaller C S permits the odometry to take the robot further without violating the C max constraint.
From the theoretical point of view, we are facing the restricted shortest path problem (RSP), which is known to be NP-complete [1] . However, regarding practical importance of the RSP problem (e.g. to the quality of service routing in communication networks [11] ) approximate, but efficient algorithms to solve it have been published. There are also publicly available implementations and software packages, such as SAMCRA [11] and CNOP [12] . However, to compare results of the RSP-based search in the G D graph to the simple shortest-path search in the G C graph we developed a much simpler dynamic programming solution, provided below. The computational complexity of this algorithm is pseudo-polynomial, but it can be turned into FPAS (fully polynomial approximation scheme) by using the approximation from [5] . In the following algorithm, C[v, t] denotes a vector associated with each node v, which stores the minimum uncertainty on any path from v s to v, that has a total cost of t. T max is the maximum cost of a path from v s to v g in the graph, obtained by search w.r.t the cost information only. It is a stop condition for the dynamic program. When the FPAS is used, T max makes sure that the scaling error is not too large. C u,v represents the uncertainty evolved by odometry during traverse of the edge e u,v , C u is uncertainty of the positioning action at node u. The notation |C| means computation of a scalar value (ellipse area) from the given covariance matrix. Pose uncertainty along the given path required to run the algorithm is achieved by compounding (denoted by ⊕) and merging (denoted by ⊗) [8] the uncertainty matrices of the consecutive edges and nodes.
procedure ActionPlanningAsRSP(GD(V, E), vs, vg, Cmax, Tmax) 
Results
The two approaches to positioning action planning described in the previous section have been compared in simulation, to investigate if the more complex RSP-based search yields better results than simple search in the safe graph. The simulated environment shown in Fig. 4A contains four overhead cameras Fig. 4A shows also the predicted positional uncertainty ellipses for all possible positioning actions along the nominal path. The robot followed a pre-planned path (dashed line) executing the positioning actions according to a plan obtained from the G C graph, and then from the G D graph by using the RSP algorithm. From the plots in Fig. 4B it can be seen, that the safe graph approach (dashed line) enables to reduce the positional uncertainty to a 800 cm 2 ellipse, while with the RSP algorithm (solid line) a uncertainty threshold below 500 cm 2 is achievable, using the same action space.
The safe graph approach has been also validated practically, results of the experiments with the Labmate robot and two monitoring cameras have been reported in [7] .
Conclusions
We have presented a method for planning the positioning actions of a mobile robot, which cooperates with external navigation infrastructure containing distributed cameras and artificial landmarks enhancing capabilities of the onboard vision. Formulation of the positioning action planning as the RSP problem enables to use efficient search algorithms, developed recently in the field of computer/communication networks. Although the RSP search has higher computational cost, it enables to obtain better sequences of actions, as it has been shown in simulation.
The action planning algorithm can be easily generalized to any other type of stationary sensor if the uncertainty related to positioning w.r.t this sensor is described by closed-form formulas.
